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Abstract: The workspace of parallel robot is limited, and the
distribution
characteristics
of
kinematics
and
force
maneuverability are complex in the workspace. In addition, there
are often operational singularities. The redundant actuation
technology can not only overcome singularity problem of force
maneuverability of parallel mechanism, but also eliminate the
clearance of the mechanism, dynamically adjust the operating
stiffness, realize the optimized operation of energy consumption,
etc. In this paper, with the goal of realizing dexterous dynamic
output control, the variable impedance control technology of
redundantly actuated parallel robot based on operation space is
studied. Compared with the traditional invariable impedance
control, the variable impedance control can adapt to the change of
unknown environment by time-varying controlling parameters,
which provides the possibility to realize the polishing of complex
curved surfaces and thin-walled parts, assembly task and
improves the performance of the system and the machining
quality of the parts. In order to avoid the influence of unmodeled
errors and external interferences on the system, based on the
sliding mode control (SMC) strategy, the variable impedance
control (VIC) in the operating space of 4RRR redundantly
actuated parallel robot (4RAPR) is proposed. The robust stability
of the closed-loop system is analyzed and verified by Matlab
programming simulation.
Keywords: Redundant actuation • Compliance • Variable
impedance control • Robust stability • Sliding mode variable
impedance control

1

Introduction

Parallel robot is a closed-loop mechanism [1] that
connects moving platform with static platform through at
least two independent motion chains. It has many
advantages, such as large structural stiffness, high motion
precision, and relatively easy acquiring the inverse motion
solution, which make it one of the hot spots in current
research [2]. The main limitations of parallel mechanism
are

small

workspace,

anisotropy

distribution

of

kinematics and force operation performance in workspace,
singularities and inferior maneuverability area, which
bring some challenges to the global motion planning and
control of robot. A feasible method for solving these
issues is to use redundantly actuated technology.
Redundantly actuated parallel robot means that the
number of independent actuated units of the robot exceeds
the number of degree of freedom (DOF) of the robot.
Consequently, this kind of robot system usually generates
internal load. When one or more branches of the
mechanism are in singular configuration, on the one hand,
redundantly actuated units can be used to achieve active
stiffness control or force optimization, thereby effectively
improving the global dynamic characteristics of the
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robot’s operating space [3]. On the other hand, the
generation of internal force or internal torque makes the
end effector (EE) has better force operation performance
[4]. Controlling the internal force by selecting appropriate
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force control algorithms can also improve the accuracy of

environment, the commonly applied control methods are

the mechanism and adjust the operating stiffness of the

force/position hybrid control [16] and impedance control

robot [5]. These features that can improve the accuracy of

[17]. Force/position hybrid control can only be used for

the machine tool [6], the flexibility and force operation

operating tasks where the operating force and the

capability of the high-speed machine tool [7], and

displacement vector are orthogonal (decoupled). While,

promote the development of human-computer interaction

based on the virtual concept of “mechanical impedance”

technology [8] have great value.

and the principle of feedback equivalence, the essence of

In recent years, redundantly actuated parallel robots

impedance control is to transform the original force

have gradually attracted the attention of domestic and

adjustment target and displacement adjustment target into

foreign scholars. For example, Chen Si [9] has studied the

a second-order dynamic target system, so that a set of

fault-tolerant

over-constrained

control inputs can achieve dynamic stability of two

redundantly actuated spherical parallel mechanism, and

performance

of

the

groups of different control tasks simultaneously. In

improved the motion accuracy of parallel mechanism by

practical applications, the EE of the robot has compliant

removing transmission clearance. Redundantly actuated

output characteristic [18]. For practical engineering

mechanism of actuation space dimension not only higher

applications, the dynamic output properties of robot’s EE

than that of configuration space dimension, also generally

should also be able to be adjusted, such as polishing and

higher than its operating space dimension. Therefore, for

grinding of flexible thin-walled parts, friction welding of

specific operation space tasks, the driving force of

curved surfaces, assembly of crankshafts, etc., which is

redundantly actuated parallel mechanism has infinite sets

difficult to accomplish by using the invariant impedance

of feasible solutions. By appropriate optimization

control strategy. VIC technology is proposed for these

strategies, the actuated forces can be minimized and the

high-level industrial application requirements, and is

energy consumption can be reduced [10]. Redundantly

expected to promote the popularization and application of

actuated parallel mechanism has antagonistic actuation

advanced industrial robot systems [19].

ability, which can take advantage of non-zero internal

In this paper, we investigate the VIC approach for

force of the mechanism to remove transmission clearance

4RAPR. The new contributions of this paper include that:

or alleviate impact vibration of the mechanism [11,12].

(1) The proposed VIC strategy is to complete complex

What is more attractive is that the introduction of

tasks of 4RAPR, such as polishing, grinding, assembling,

redundant actuation provides a feasible way to eliminate

and ensure the quality of parts processing. The control

the force singularity of parallel mechanism [13]. But the

parameters of VIC adapt to the changes of unknown

actuation space dimension of redundantly actuated

environment, as a result the EE has the characteristics of

parallel mechanism is higher than its configuration space

compliant output;

dimension, which brings some challenges to precise

(2) Using Lyapunov stability conditions, the relationship

dynamic modeling, inverse kinematics and dynamics

between the control parameters of VIC is established,

analysis, and controller design of robot. Considering the

which simplifies the selection of parameters;

errors of dynamic modeling, this paper studies the robust

(3) For the purpose of enhancing the robust stability of the

dynamic output control issues of redundantly actuated

system, SMC strategy is combined with VIC strategy to

parallel robot based on SMC strategy. SMC is an

effectively reduce the influence of unmodeled errors and

important class of robust control method that is

external interferences. In SMC, the exponential approach

insensitive to the system’s unmodeled errors and external

term and the continuous function robust term are chosen

disturbances, and ensures that the stability of the

to weaken the impact of chattering on the system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the dynamic model of 4RAPR is established. The

closed-loop system is not affected [14,15]. For the EE to
implement operation tasks in contact with external
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dynamic model based on joint space contains constraint
force term, which is unknown and difficult to directly
measure it. So, we can try to find null space of constraint
matrix to eliminate constraint force term, and then establish
the dynamic model in operation space. In Section 3, VIM
of 4RAPR based on operation space is proposed. Moreover,
SMVIC is designed, and the stability of closed-loop system
is proved by Lyapunov theory. In Section 4, Matlab
programming simulation confirms the performance of VIC
and SMVIC. In Section 5, conclusions and prospects.

2

Dynamic modeling

The establishment of dynamic model is the basis of
research on robot control technology [20]. Redundantly
actuated parallel robot is an over-constrained system. No
matter which modeling method [21-23] is adopted, the
number of effective equations will be less than the
number of unknowns. As a consequence, the solution of
the dynamic model is not unique, which brings certain
challenges to the control technology [24]. From the

Figure 1

4RRR redundantly actuated parallel robot diagram

As can be seen in Figure 1, 4RAPR is symmetrical,
thereby the mechanism can be divided into four series
two-linkage mechanisms connected at one point O .The
Lagrange function is used to establish dynamic model of
four series two-linkage mechanisms, and the constraint is
imposed at point O , and than we can obtain dynamic model
of 4RAPR [25]. The series two-linkage mechanism is
shown in Figure 2.

perspective of system energy, the Lagrange function is
employed to build dynamic model, which is convenient
for the analysis of the mechanism without calculation of
internal constraint reaction. Hence, in this paper, we use
Lagrange function to deal with dynamic model.

4RAPR

is composed of four branch chains, each of which is a
two-linkage mechanism. A point O represents the EE, and
Figure 2

Mechanism diagram of two connecting linkage

its Cartesian coordinate is（x, y）, A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 indicate
positions of four motors, represented by Cartesian
coordinate ( xai , yai ) , ( xbi , ybi ) is the position coordinate of
the driven joint. θ i ,  i denote the active joint angle and

The mass and the center of mass coordinate of the
active rod and the driven rod of 4RAPR are mai , mbi and
m1i ( x1i , y1i ), m2i ( x2 i , y2 i ) respectively. rai and rbi

the driven joint angle respectively. The length of active

respectively indicate the distance from the center of mass
of rod to the end of rod, where i  1,..., 4 . The

connecting rod and driven connecting rod is a,b

calculation approach of the position of the center of mass

respectively, and a  b  0.2m .4RAPR is shown in Figure
1.

is as follows:

 x1i  xai  rai cos(θi )

 y1i  yai  rai sin(θi )
 x2i  xai  acos(θ i )  rbi cos(i )

 y2i  yai  asin(θi )  rbi sin(i )

(1)

(2)

According to equations (1) and (2), the translational
kinetic energy of the connecting rod on the horizontal plane
can be expressed as:
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1
1
2
&2
mai ( x&
mbi ( x&22i  y&22i )
1i  y1i ) 
2
2
1
1
2
2
 (mai rai2  mbi a 2 )θ&
mbi rai2&
i 
i
2
2
 mbi rbi aθ&&
ii cos(θi  i )

dH H
q& A(q)q& 0

dt
q

T1i 

(3)

The rotational kinetic energy of the active linkage and the
driven linkage around the center of mass is calculated by:
1
1
2
2
(4)
T2i  mai rai2θ&
mbi rbi2&
i 
i
6
6
The kinetic energy of series two-linkage is written as:
Ti  T1i  T2i
(5)
Since 4RAPR is a planar mechanism, the potential energy
of the mechanism is constant. Without loss of generality,
this article assumes that the potential energy of planar
4RAPR is zero, such that the Lagrange function of the
system satisfies Li  Ti , the Lagrange function of the whole
mechanism can be calculated as follows:
L  L1  L2  L3  L4
(6)
Using Euler-Lagrange equation [26,27]:
d L L
( )
τ
dt q& q
where

q  [θ1 , θ2 , θ3 , θ4 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ]

T

,

τ  [τ a1 ,τ a 2 ,τ a 3 ,τ a 4 ,τb1 ,τb 2 ,τb3 ,τb 4 ] , the dynamic model of
four series two-linkage mechanism can be obtained as
follows:
& Cq& τ
Mq&
(7)
T

Where M  R88 , is the inertia matrix in the joint space,
C  R88 is a coefficient matrix associated with the
centrifugal and Coriolis forces in the joint space. According
to the kinematic relationship of 4RAPR, the constraint
equation of the closed chain mechanism can be calculated
by:
 xa1  acos(θ1 )  bcos(1 ) 
  x  acos(θ )  bcos( ) 
2
2 
 a2
 ya1  asin(θ1 )  bsin(1 ) 


  ya 2  asin(θ2 )  bsin(2 ) 
 x  acos(θ )  bcos( ) 
1
1
 a1

  xa 3  acos(θ3 )  bcos(3 ) 
H (q )  
(8)
0
 ya1  asin(θ1 )  bsin(1 ) 
  ya 3  asin(θ3 )  bsin(3 ) 


 xa1  acos(θ1 )  bcos(1 ) 
  x  acos(θ )  bcos( ) 
4
4
 a4

 ya1  asin(θ1 )  bsin(1 ) 


  ya 4  asin(θ4 )  bsin(4 ) 
Then

(9)

Where A(q ) represents the set of velocity constraints and is
the zero matrix of velocity vectors in the configuration
space of the parallel mechanism.
Combining equations (7) with (9), we can acquire the
dynamic model of 4RAPR, as shown in the following
equation:
& Cq& τ  AT λ
(10)
Mq&
8
Where λ  R denotes the value of constraint force.
Constraint internal force AT λ is an internal force for the
closed-loop system, that is, this term is unknown. In
practical applications, the constraint term can be removed
by finding the zero space of the constraint matrix. For this
x 
purpose, we define the EE position coordinate as qe    .
 y
The Jacobian matrix of q with respect to qe is S , i.e.,

S

q
, then
qe
q& Sq&e

(11)

Where S  R82 . According to equation (11), we can
further get A(q )q& A(q ) Sq&e  0 , where q&e is the speed of
the EE. When q&e  0 , A(q ) Sq&e  0 always holds, so we
have A(q ) S  0 , i.e., S T A(q)T  0 .Multiplying both
sides of equation (10) by S T , we can get the following
equation:
& S T Cq& S T τ
S T Mq&

(12)

Applying the Jacobian matrix S and the Jacobian matrix
J of the active joint vector with respect to the EE qe , the
dynamic model of 4RAPR based on operation space can
be expressed as follows:
T
&
&
Me q&
e  Ce qe  J τ a

(13)

Where J  R 42 , M e  S T MS is inertia matrix of operation
space, and Ce  S T ( MS& CS ) is a coefficient matrix
associated with the centrifugal and Coriolis forces of
operation space. Based on the above method, the joint
space dynamics model (12) is equivalent to the operation
space dynamics model (13). Equation (13) not only
removes the unknown constraint term, reduces the scale of
the system dynamics model, but also the structural
characteristics of the model are consistent with the general
parallel mechanism dynamic model and the open-chain
mechanism dynamic model, which provides convenience
for further research on the dynamic control and motion
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planning of redundantly actuated parallel robot based on
operation space.

closed-loop system by using Lyapunov stability theory,

3

[29]. The main disadvantage of the VIC closed-loop

Controller Design

and the detailed proof process can be found in literature
system shown in equation (15) is that it uses a simple PD

3.1 Variable Impedance Control
The essence of impedance control is to unify force control

controller. As we all know, PD controller is a kind of basic

target and displacement control target in one target system

PD controller has limited resistance to unmodeled errors

where it can dynamically adjust the magnitude of motion

and external disturbances. Subsequently, in this paper, we

and contact forces of EE, based on the virtual concept of

study the design method of SMVIC, and explore the

“mechanical impedance” and feedback equivalence

effective method that enhances the robust stability of VIC

principle. For invariable impedance control, the force

system.

linear controller. The closed-loop control system based on

constraint and position constraint are steady constraints in
the control task target, thereby it belongs to fixed point
regulation problem. The control target of VIM is

3.2 Sliding Mode Variable Impedance Control
Basically, SMC system is a class of discontinuous

“time-varying impedance contour or trajectory”. For

nonlinear control system which can make the system

example, mechanical parts with inconsistent thickness and

move purposefully in accordance with the desired

stiffness at different position, when the robot is in contact

trajectory [30], and is immune to external disturbances

with the part under the same contact forces, the

and parameters perturbation, etc. In practical applications,

deformation of the surface contact point of the part is

robot system usually has some uncertain factors, such as

different, and the position trajectory of the end of the

the inaccuracy of mathematical model, the interferences

robot arm will change accordingly. On the contrary, when

of the external environment and the influence of

the control accuracy of the end position is guaranteed, the

parameters perturbation, etc. By constructing a SMC law,

contact forces at different contact points will inevitably be

these factors can be prevented from affecting the

different, resulting in change of the processing volume.

asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system, so as to

Thus,

ensure the robust stability of the closed-loop system [31].
Based on the characteristics of VIC and SMC, VIC and
SMC are combined to design SMVIC. Define the sliding
mode surface as:
(16)
s  q&e  Λqe

in

complex

environment,

the

dynamic

characteristics of the system can be continuously changed
and the control performance of the system can be
improved by adjusting the control parameters of VIC.
In order to achieve the compliance of the EE, the
position of the EE and the external forces are adjusted to
reach the ideal state in real time, then the closed-loop
dynamics model of VIC in operation space can be
established as[28]:
& D(t )q&  K (t )q  τ
(14)
Hq&
e
e
e
e
where H is positive constant matrix, D (t ) and K (t ) are
positive time-varying matrix, H , D (t ) , K (t ) are
symmetric matrix, τ e is external forces. qe  qe  qed , qe is the
actual position of the EE, qed is the desired position of the
EE.
By substituting formula (14) into (13), the control law of
VIC can be written as:
1
&
&
&
&d
v  q&

e  qe  H (τ e  D(t )qe  K (t )qe )
(15)

T 1
T 1

τ a  ( J ) ( M e v  Ce q&e )  ( J ) τ e
Furthermore, we can prove the stability of the

where Λ is positive definite and symmetric matrix. Take the
derivative of equation (16) with respect to time produces
d
& Λq&  q&
&
&
&
&
(17)
s& q&
e
e
e  qe  Λqe
Select the reaching law function as follows:
s&  μtanh( s )  λs

(18)

Where μ  0 , λ  0 .  μtanh( s ) is the switching term. The
introduction of the switching term can eliminate the
influence of model inaccuracy and external disturbances.
 λs is the exponential approach term, which can ensure
that the system can approach the sliding mode surface at a
faster speed when the error is large. The value of μ and λ
respectively determine the rate of the system approaching
the sliding mode surface s and the convergence speed of the
system. The appropriate values of μ and λ can ensure the
stability of the system and make the system reach the
sliding mode surface quickly in a short time.
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In the past, μsgns was usually used as a switching term
in the approach law function to overcome the influence of
disturbances and parameters perturbation, etc. However, the
introduction of the switching term  μsgns would cause
chattering. Larger chattering will affect the control
performance of the system, and even cause damage to the
mechanical structure. Therefore, in order to alleviate the
chattering in the system, the continuous function tanh( s )
is taken instead of the sign function sgns .Where   0 , the
larger the value of  is, the faster the change of the
inflection point of tanh( s ) will be. When the value of  is
infinitely increased, the double tangent smooth function
tanh( s ) is close to sgns . In order to weaken the impact of
chattering and ensure robustness of the system,   5 is
taken here.
Under equations (13), (14), (17), and (18), SMVIC law
can be obtained as follows:
d
-1
&
&
v  q&
e  H ( τ e  D(t )qe  K (t )qe )

1

d
&
&d
(19)
q&e  ( μtanh( s)  λs  v  q&
e )  qe
Λ

τ a  ( J T ) 1 ( M e v  Ce q&e  τ e )
Select the Lyapunov candidate function as:
1
1
V  s T s  qeT β (t )qe
2
2
where β (t ) is the undetermined time-varying matrix.
Proposition1: Consider the dynamic model of 4RAPR
based on operation space (13) and the target VIC
closed-loop dynamic system (14), if the stiffness matrix
K (t ) is a continuous function and   0 exists, which
makes K&(t )   , inequality group satisfies

Λ  0
 1
1
2
 H K (t )  H D(t )Λ-Λ  0
(20)
 H 1 D(t )  Λ  0

 1 H 1 K&(t )  1 H 1 D&(t )Λ-ΛH 1 K (t )  0
 2
2
Then the closed-loop system is globally asymptotically
stable at τ e  0 .
Proof: Let τ e  0 , then

& s T s& q T β (t )q&  1 q T β&(t )q
V
e
e
e
e
2
 (q&eT  ΛqeT )( H 1 D(t )q&e  H 1 K (t )qe  Λq&e )
1
 qeT β (t )q&e  qeT β&(t )qe
2
 q&eT ( H 1 D(t )  Λ)q&e  q&eT ( β (t )  H 1 K (t )

(21)

1
 H 1 D(t )Λ  Λ 2 )qe  qeT ( β&(t )  ΛH 1 K (t ))qe
2
For the sake of removing the non-quadratic term of
equation (21) and ensuring the positive definiteness of the
Lyapunov

candidate

function,

let

β (t )  H 1 K (t )  H 1 D(t )Λ-Λ2  0 ,by deriving it, we

&(t )Λ , then the formula (21)
can get β&(t )  H 1 K&(t )  H 1 D
can be rewritten as:

& q&T ( H 1 D(t )  Λ)q&  q T ( 1 H 1 K&(t )
V
e
e
e
2
1 1 &
1
 H D(t )Λ  ΛH K (t ))qe
2

(22)

& 0 , the inequality group must be satisfied
To ensure V
 H 1 D(t )  Λ  0

1 1
 1 1 &
 H K (t )  H D&(t )Λ
2
2

-ΛH 1 K (t )  0

(23)

Equation (23) can be further simplified as:
ΛH  D (t )

&
1 &
 D(t )  - Λ K (t )  2 K (t )

(24)

In equation (24), K&(t ) is bounded, i.e., K&(t )   ,   0 .

ρ 
There are always Λ and ρ   1  , ρ1 and ρ2 are both
 ρ2 
positive constants that satisfy -

1 &
K (t )  2 K (t )  ρ ,
Λ

obviously, D(t )  HΛ  ρ holds.
Based on the above analysis, the set of inequalities (23)
& is negative definite, and because V is
guarantee that V
positive definite, when qe  ，q&e   , V   is
unbounded. Moreover, when reaching the sliding mode
& 0 , that is to say, t   ,
surface s  0 , V
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qe  0，q&e  0 , thereby the closed-loop system is

globally asymptotically stable. The stability condition (20)
of the closed-loop system (14) can be proved.
Remark1:

Inequalities

Λ0

and

disturbances.
Substituting formula (25) into (17) yelds

& Λq&
s& q&
e
e
&
&
&
&d
 q&
e  qe  Λqe
%-1（τ  τ -τ
M
e

β (t )  H K (t )  H D(t )Λ-Λ  0 guarantee the positive
1

1

tor

e

(26)
dtor

&  Λq&e
-C%e q&e） q&
d
e

2

definiteness of the Lyapunov function. Meanwhile, the
parameter Λ  0 satisfies the Hurwitz condition in the
SMC. The damping parameter D(t )  HΛ  ρ builds the
relationship between the control parameters and simplifies
the selection of parameters. The stiffness parameters K (t )
should be selected according to the specific operation task,
at the same time, K&(t ) should be bounded, which brings

Proposition2: In order to make the system have robust
asymptotic stability, the control law is taken as:
d
&
&d %
τ tor  τ e  M e q&
e  C e qe  ki s
 k%p tanh( s)  M e Λq&e  Ce Λqe

%
%
k%  0 .
where k%
i and k p are constants and ki  0 , p
Proof: Take the Lyapunov candidate function as:

V

some limitations to the selection of parameters.
Remark2: Indeed, VIC and SMVIC designed in this

(27)

1 T %
s Me s
2

(28)

Differential Lyapunov candidate function satisfies

paper only include position feedback. If we need to obtain

&s
& s T M
% s& 1 s T M
%
V
e
e
2

the velocity, acceleration and torque signals of the EE and

(29)

avoid increasing the complexity of the structure by

According to the properties of the dynamic model,

installing the velocity sensor, the observer can be

&
%  2C%is skew symmetric matrix, therefore equation
M
e
e

designed. In addition, in order to improve the force
tracking capability of EE, the force feedback control loop
should be further added.
3.3
Robust asymptotic stability analysis for
closed-loop system
Generally speaking, the physical model of 4RAPR (13),
owing to structure size error, parameters perturbation,
external disturbances, etc., is imprecision. Considering the
above factors, we can define the dynamic model as:

%q&
& %&
M
e e  Ce qe  τ dtor  τ tor  τ e

(29) can be further denoted as:

&s
& s T M
% s& 1 s T M
%
V
e
e
2
&
% s& 1 s T ( M
% -2C%) s  s T C%s
 sT M
e
e
e
e
2
% s& s T C%s
 sT M
e
e
Under equation (16), (26), and (30), we can get

& s T ( M
% (M
%-1 (τ  τ  τ  C%q&)
V
e
e
tor
e
dtor
e e
d
%
&
&
&  Λq )  C (q  Λq ))
 q&
e

(25)

%  M -M , C%  C -C . M
% and
where τ tor  J T τ a , M
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

C%e respectively represent the actual value of inertia matrix
and a coefficient matrix associated with the centrifugal
and Coriolis forces based on operation space. M e and
C e respectively indicate the error of inertia matrix and

a coefficient matrix associated with the centrifugal and
Coriolis forces based on operation space. τ dtor are external

(30)

e

e

e

e

d
&
 s T (τ tor  τ e  τ dtor  ( M e  M e )(Λq&e  q&
e )
 C q&  C q&  (C  C )(q&  Λq ))
(31)
e e

e e

e

e

e

e

d
&
&
 s T (τ tor  τ e  M e Λq&e  M e q&
e  C e qe
 C q&  C Λq  τ  M Λq&
e e

e

e

dtor

e

e

d
&
&
&
 M e q&
e  C e qe  C e qe  C e Λqe )

In equation (31), let
d
&
Φ% τ dtor  M e Λq&e -M e q&
e
-C q&  C q&  C Λq
e e

e e

e

e

be the model parameters error and external disturbances.
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Invoking equation (27), equation (31) can be further
simplified as:

controlled objective. The simulink model diagram is shown
in Figure 3.

& s T ( M q&
&d
&d % %
V
e e  C e qe  ki s  k p tanh( s )
&d
 M Λq&  C Λq  M Λq&  M q&
e

e

e

e

e

e

chap2_1plant
chap2_1ctrl

e e

 C e q&e  C e q&e  C e Λqe  Φ%)
%
%
 s T (k%
i s  k p tanh( s )-Φ )
Because

tanh( s ) 

of
s

the

double

tangent

function

 s

e e
[32], for any sliding mode surface s ,
e s  e  s

t

Figure 3

when   0 , there is always

stanh( s)  stanh( s)

Simulink model diagram

In the simulation process of VIC, the control parameter

 s tanh( s)  s sgn( s)  0

H can not be arbitrarily selected, and should be adjusted
within a certain range according to the actual inertial

Suppose

Φ% %

and

k%p  %

&  s T k%s  k%s T tanh( s)-s T Φ% 0
V
i
p

,

one

has

matrix parameter, in order to maintain the stability of the
system. In this paper, K (t ) is chosen arbitrarily. In

when

practical applications, it should be determined according
to specific operation tasks. The values of specific

qe  ，q&e   , V   is unbounded. Therefore, for

parameters controlled for VIC are shown in Table 1.

the system (13) including unmodeled errors and external

Table 1

disturbances, the closed-loop system is globally robust

Variable impedance control parameters
Parameters

symbols

value

unit

asymptotically stable under the SMVIC (19)[33].
Desired position

qed

closed-loop system, this paper uses a continuous function
tanh( s ) to approximate the discontinuous sign function

Initial position

qe

sgn( s ) , so the value of k%p should be strictly larger than the

Initial velocity

q&e

value of %to ensure the global asymptotic stability of the

Desired inertia matrix

H

Proposition 2 is proved.
Remark3: In order to reduce the chattering of the

system. The value of k%p is affected by the size of modeling
Desired damping matrix

D (t )

uncertainties and external disturbances are larger, k%p

Desired stiffness matrix

K (t )

should also be increased to make sure that the system has

External force

uncertainties and external disturbances. When modeling

strong robustness [34].

4

MATLAB Simulation

τe

0.03cos(t ) 
0.03sin(t ) 


0
 
0 
 

0 
0 
 
0.08 0
0 0.1


1.6 0 
0 2 


7sin(2t )  22 0 
0 5cos(2t )  18


 0.2 
0 
 

m

m
m/s

Kg

N/s

N/m

N

Figure 4-7 show the simulation results of VIC. Figure 4
and 5 denote the position errors and velocity errors of the

For VIC method and SMVIC method of 4RAPR, a model is
built in MATLAB’s simulink for simulation analysis, where
chap2_1ctrl is VIC or SMVIC, and chap2_1plant is the

EE. Because the stiffness is time-varying, the closed-loop
system has to adjust the robot’s end position to guarantee
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position error curves are fluctuating. Figure 6 shows the
four drive torques of the parallel mechanism. It can be
seen that the introduction of redundant actuation makes
the distribution of drive torques more even. Figure 7
shows the interaction forces. From the curves, it can be
seen that the interaction forces can be stabilized at desired

Actuation Torques (N.m)

the stability of the interaction forces of the EE, so that the

value. According to the dynamic relationship between

0

force and position of VIC, VIC can not only adjust the
position, but also adjust the stiffness of the system

τa (1)

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
-0.02
-0.04
-0.06
-0.08
-0.1

τa (2)
τa (3)
τa (4)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

t(s)

Figure 6

Actuated moment trajectory of each actuated unit

through the given contact external forces, so as to realize
the compliance control and make sure the safety of the

0.04

q e (1)

0.03
Position Errors (m)

External Forces (N)

processing objective and the robot system.

q e (2)

0.02
0.01
0

-0.01
-0.02

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
0

τe(1)
τe (2)

1

2

3

-0.03

Figure 7

-0.04
0

1

2

3

4

5 6
t(s)

7

8

9

4

5 6 7 8
t(s)
Interaction forces

9 10

10

Figure 4 Position errors trajectory of EE

In the simulation of SMVIC, the desired position,

Speed Errors (m/s)

initial position, initial velocity and impedance control
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
0

parameters of the EE are the same as those adopted in the

qe (1)

simulation of VIC. The parameters of SMC are shown in
Table 2, where d (t ) are the unmodeled errors and external

qe (2)

disturbance errors.
Table 2

1

Figure 5

2

3

4

5 6
t(s)

7

8

9 10

Speed errors trajectory of EE

Sliding mode variable impedance control parameters

Symbols

Λ

k%p

k%
i



d (t )

Value

10

1.1

10

5

sin(2t ) 
 0




The simulation results are shown in Figure 8-11. Figure 8
and 9 respectively show the position error curves and
velocity error curves of the EE. It can be clearly seen
from the curves that the state of the controlled system is
stable. Figure 10 shows the driving torques. Due to
external disturbances and unmodeled errors, the driving
torques of the parallel mechanism are larger than that of
VIC. Because the external disturbances imposed on the
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Actuation Forces (N.m)

controlled objective are time-varying, although the
interaction forces in Figure 11 fluctuate, it tends to a
given value within a certain period of time.
Comparing VIC with SMVIC, it can be seen that the
errors of two different closed-loop systems shown in
Figure.4, 5, 8, 9 are stable. In light of the characteristics
of PD controller, it is difficult for VIC to stabilize the
desired contact forces in the case of unmodeled errors and

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
-0.25

external disturbances. Presuming that the system is not
affected by unmodeled errors and external interferences,

Figure 10

τa(1)
τa(2)
τa(3)
τa(4)

0

1

2

3

4

5 6
t(s)

7

8

9 10

Actuated moment trajectory of each actuated unit

as shown in Figure 11, VIC can be stabilized to the
desired contact forces, which confirms the correctness of
External Forces (N)

theoretical analysis. However, the actual operating
environment is often relatively complex, thus VIC is not
easily applied in engineering practice. Through theoretical
analysis of SMVIC and simulation results of the contact
external forces in Figure 11, it can be seen that the design
of SMVIC provides the possibility and reference value for
practical engineering applications.

Position Errors (m)

0.04

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
0

τe(1)
τe(2)

1

2

3

qe (1)

0.03

qe (2)

Figure 11

4

5 6
t(s)

7

8

9 10

Interaction forces

0.02

5

0.01

Conclusions and Prospects

0
-0.01

In this paper, VIC and SMVIC are designed for 4RAPR to

-0.02

achieve compliant control and enhance the robust stability

-0.03
-0.04

0

of the system. By adjusting the dynamic relationship
1

2

3

4

5 6
t(s)

7

8

9 10

Figure 8 Position errors trajectory of EE

between force and position, effectively improve the
robot’s compliance, safety, and interactive operation

Speed Errors (m/s)

performance. The stability conditions of Lyapunov
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
0

qe (1)
qe (2)

function are used to establish the relationship SMVIC
parameters, which simplifies the selection of parameters.
Through MATLAB simulation analysis, we found that
SMVIC can effectively restrain the influence of
uncertainties such as external disturbances and unmodeled
errors, and make interaction forces and trajectory tracking
errors asymptotically stable. But the SMVIC will increase
the energy consumption under the condition of external

1

Figure 9

2

3

4

5 6 7 8 9 10
t(s)
Speed errors trajectory of EE

interferences. During simulation process, VIC parameters
and SMVIC parameters are determined based on
experience.

In

future

research

work,

appropriate

optimization algorithms can be selected to optimize VIC
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parameters and SMVIC parameters, so as to reduce
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Figures

Figure 1
4RRR redundantly actuated parallel robot diagram

Figure 2
Mechanism diagram of two connecting linkage

Figure 3
Simulink model diagram

Figure 4
Position errors trajectory of EE

Figure 5
Speed errors trajectory of EE

Figure 6

Actuated moment trajectory of each actuated unit

Figure 7
Interaction forces

Figure 8
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Figure 9
Speed errors trajectory of EE

Figure 10

Actuated moment trajectory of each actuated unit

Figure 11
Interaction forces

